Microdosimetric approach to NIRS-defined biological dose measurement for carbon-ion treatment beam.
The RBE-weighted absorbed dose, called "biological dose," has been routinely used for carbon-ion treatment planning in Japan to formulate dose prescriptions for treatment protocols. This paper presents a microdosimetric approach to measuring the biological dose, which was redefined to be derived from microdosimetric quantities measured by a tissue-equivalent proportional counter (TEPC). The TEPC was calibrated in (60)Co gamma rays to assure a traceability of the TEPC measurement to Japanese standards and to eliminate the discrepancies among matching counters. The absorbed doses measured by the TEPC were reasonably coincident with those measured by a reference ionization chamber. The RBE value was calculated from the microdosimetric spectrum on the basis of the microdosimetric kinetic model. The biological doses obtained by the TEPC were compared with those prescribed in the carbon-ion treatment planning system. We found that it was reasonable for the measured biological doses to decrease with depth around the rear SOBP region because of beam divergence, scattering effect, and fragmentation reaction. These results demonstrate that the TEPC can be an effective tool to assure the radiation quality in carbon-ion radiotherapy.